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ABSTRACT

The Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) mission concept was ranked first in new space astrophysics mission by the Astro2010 Decadal Survey incorporating the Joint Dark Energy Mission (JDEM)-Omega payload concept and multiple science white papers. This mission is based on a space telescope at L2 studying exoplanets [via gravitational microlensing], probing dark energy, and surveying the near infrared sky. Since the release of NWNH, the WFIRST project has been working with the WFIRST science definition team (SDT) to refine mission and payload concepts. We present the driving requirements. The current interim reference mission point design, based on the use of a 1.3m unobscured aperture three mirror anastigmat form, with focal imaging and slitless spectroscopy science channels, is consistent with the requirements, requires no technology development, and out performs the JDEM-Omega design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our view of the universe has changed dramatically in recent years. We now know that most of the matter in the universe is invisible, and that the expansion of the universe is accelerating in an unexpected and unexplained way (dark energy). We now know there are many exoplanets, but have not fully determined their frequency or orbital distribution. Ground based experiments are ongoing and more are planned, but the atmosphere limits them: Atmospheric seeing and the limits of adaptive optics technology mean that wide field images are blurred. The near infrared spectrum is largely absorbed by water except for a few spectral windows. Observing transient phenomena (supernovae or exoplanet detections) requires calibration among multiple observatories which are hampered by weather and the circadian cycle. A space telescope with a wide field of view in the near infrared (NIR) spectrum can solve these challenges.

Unlike prior decadal reviews, which chose among well-known candidate mission concepts, the Astro2010 Decadal survey (report: “New Worlds, New Horizons”)1 ranked the Wide Field Infra-red Survey Telescope [WFIRST] first in new space missions as a combination of the science and hardware concept from the Joint Dark Energy Mission (JDEM)-Omega with the science agendas of the proposed Microlensing Planet Finder4 and Near Infra-Red Sky Surveyor5. WFIRST will take precision images and spectra over thousands of square degrees, with very high image quality and stability greater than that of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). A 50x wider field of view than Hubble's two-mirror telescope is required; our design uses a 1 square degree field unobscured three mirror anastigmat (TMA) design. Unobscured TMAs have been flown for earth-mapping telescopes and in ground telescopes, but not for an astrophysics space telescope. An enabling factor for the mission is the availability of near infrared (NIR) imaging array detectors which are can used to “tile” a large focal plane assembly.

This paper presents the initial design reference mission (“IDRM”) for WFIRST, emphasizing the optical payload. As this design is, to a large extent, a derivative of the JDEM-Omega design2,3, we refer to prior publications for its science and payload details. Another more current programmatic reference is the recently completed Interim Report6 from the
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science definition team" working with the project office. Section 2 summarizes the changes in the science mission from those previously described for JDEM\textsuperscript{2,3} and the resulting changes in requirements and emphasis. Section 3 describes the optical design trade space we explored and the reasons for the choices made in the current IDRM design. Section 4 describes the design and components. Section 5 explores stability that can be expected for the IDRM relative to the HST. We emphasize that, at this early stage, none of the design choices made should be assumed to be final or prescriptive.

2. REQUIREMENTS

All of the measurements require a large field of view in the NIR. Some also require visible to NIR spectroscopy as described below. The large field NIR imaging payload was a common thread among several proposals and white papers submitted to Astro2010. The large field and NIR combine two advantages of space observing over that obtainable from the ground, as should be the case to justify the larger cost: (1) the atmospheric seeing limit and the current and anticipated limits of extreme adaptive optics mean that image quality over large fields (we define very large field here as at least equal to 0.5° on a side, i.e. ≥0.25 square degrees), and (2) the accessibility of the near infrared region without water absorption. This means that the observing time for a 5 year mission (typically the longest planned mission for unserviced payloads that NASA plans) is oversubscribed. We mention first the new science and requirements and very briefly review the dark energy measurements\textsuperscript{2,3,8,9} and ensuing requirements as they are largely unchanged in nature.

2.1 Exoplanet microlensing

Gravitational lensing provides a powerful way of detecting exoplanets, when a rare conjunction event occurs: If a background star and not only a foreground star but also a planet orbiting the foreground star align, the background star’s light can be amplified through gravitational lensing. The time history of the flux, or light curve (see e.g.\textsuperscript{10}) enables planet detection and can determine the planet orbital separation and the mass ratio of the planet to its host star.

By observing in the galactic bulge (the direction with the largest star density) with a 15 minute cadence, a large field imaging array can be expected to detect multiple planets even given the rarity of this alignment. The maximum probability of detection occurs much further from the star than detections made using multiple occultation method such as the Kepler mission\textsuperscript{11}. The planets discovered could include Earth-like ones in habitable orbits as well as free (unbound) planets. This method is complementary to that of the Kepler and also to the radial velocity method\textsuperscript{12}. Detailed follow-up observations, however, are unlikely.

The science objective in this area\textsuperscript{6} is to “complete the statistical census of planetary systems in the Galaxy, from habitable Earth-mass planets to free floating planets, including analogs to all of the planets in our Solar System except Mercury.”

The new requirements imposed on a JDEM-like observatory by adding this science include:
- Need for an enlarged field of regard to continuously monitor the galactic bulge for ≥60 days up to twice a year
- Photometric accuracy in the imaging system to be able to see modest magnification events
- Increased emphasis on controlling in-field scattered light to minimize confusion in crowded fields.

2.2 IR surveys

WFIRST can be used as a powerful probe of the infrared sky. The decadal report says “WFIRST will survey large areas of sky to address a broad range of Astro2010 science questions ranging from understanding the assembly of galaxies to the structure of the Milky Way.” It is expected that both the dark energy and exoplanet surveys will also provide a very rich data set that can be used, along with dedicated IR survey time, to address this science area. However the current understanding is that the requirements that flow down from this science influence the payload design mostly in the spectral bandpass and filter choices and not in the optical design itself.
2.3 Dark Energy

The accelerated expansion of the universe was discovered in 1998 through surveys of type 1a supernova [SN] which can be used as “standard candles” to independently measure both redshift and distance to their host galaxies. Three other measurement types have since added to our limited understanding: Baryon acoustic oscillations [BAO] where sound waves imprinted on the large scale cosmic structure have evolved into characteristic galaxy density fluctuations on known scales, acting as a standard ruler, Gravitational weak lensing [WL] measures the statistical correlation of galaxy shapes as a means of probing the intervening dark matter distribution. Redshift space distortion [RSD], uses the same wide galaxy redshift survey data as BAO, but emphasizes the redshift distribution more than the spatial distribution to help to constrain galaxy evolution, cosmic expansion, and the growth of cosmic structure.

In general the JDEM Omega design flowed from requirements based on this set of dark energy measurements. Some key requirements that drove that design are repeated here:

- At least 0.25 square degrees of imaging area and a selection of band pass filters with > 1m² of aperture to allow wide sky imaging surveys to at least 25th magnitude. (This requirement has consistently resulted in design studies for each of these science agendas in any combination in the choice of a three mirror anastigmat (TMA) telescope form.)

- Slitless spectroscopy of at least 0.5 square degrees, with multiple dispersion directions preferable to disentangle overlapping spectra of different objects, at a resolving power sufficient to accurately centroid spectral H-alpha or other lines to determine the redshift of distant galaxies.

- Multiple fields of view and focal lengths to be able to rapidly obtain data for both the WL and BAO programs in parallel.

- Filtered imaging and low resolving power spectroscopy to be able to identify supernovae, type them as 1a or not, and track the SN 1a light curves to determine both their redshift and absolute peak flux.

- Emphasis on photometric and point spread function stability for the SN and WL programs.

- Observatory must be cooled to ≤240K to not significantly emit thermal radiation in the 0.6-2.0 μm band pass.

2.4 Enveloping requirements

Overall the requirements dictate a large field of regard so that each target and sky survey area can be observed in enough depth and duration (for transient events, particularly the SN 1a and exoplanet microlensing events, each of which can last longer than one month). The image quality needed has been taken as a one micron diffraction limited system (71 nm rms), not including small amounts of pointing jitter, for the imaging, with some relaxation possible for the BAO slitless spectroscopy. Only the evolved expendable launch vehicle (EELV) [Atlas-5, Delta-IV heavy] and possibly the similar Falcon9 launch vehicles are capable of lifting this observatory to the 2nd Lagrange point at which this field of regard and passive cooling of the observatory are practical.

Another driving requirement is the rule, to be developed quickly and at low risk, all technologies must be at TRL6 or approaching that with current funding. Given the funding levels, the optics design must require no technology development. This is in strong contrast to prior large space observatories. In particular we base the design on a single detector type nearly identical to the HgCdTe infrared 4-megapixel arrays used by JWST.

3. DESIGN TRADE SPACE

As we did with the “Probe” exercise, we first identified all of the potential design forms that could support these top level requirements. These subdivide into choices that have strong interactions with the science performance or not. Design choices that we considered with strong science performance interaction include:

1. Aperture size and type – obscured (oTMA) or unobscured (uTMA) telescope, diameter range 1.2-1.5m.

2. The number of science channels – single slitless spectrometer & imager, dual spectrometer & imager, or single channel with insertable dispersing element.
3. Field area and focal length ratios (for multiple channel options) between imaging and spectroscopy

Design choices with weaker science interactions include:
1. Design form for each channel – focal or afocal; for afocal channels refractive or reflective cameras
2. Fixed or rotatable dispersion (for single spectrometer forms)
3. For an unobscured TMA there is a choice between a “Z” layout with large negative back focal distance, such that the intermediate focus is offset from but in between the primary and secondary, typically resulting in a focal plane high up near the secondary mirror; or a form with a longer focal distance and the instrument further back.

We explored each of these alternatives in an extensive design iteration phase. Previous designs included JDEM/IDECS (afocal, oTMA with dual refractive spectrometers), JDEM/Omega (focal, oTMA with reflective collimator for the spectrometers and dual refractive spectrometers), and the Probe A (afocal, uTMA with reflective imager and single spectrometer cameras). There was also a Probe A focal design \(^{15}\) alternative showing that powered prisms (Féry-like) in a converging beam can be used for the dispersion range of interest for BAO and SN spectroscopy, depending on the spectral band pass, field of view, and dispersion required.

The final choice of the IDRM payload design was a systems optimization including many variables, including: optical performance margin, field of view and inter-channel field of view alignment, mass, volume, top level integration and test considerations, pupil imaging quality, and point spread function (PSF) quality.

4. INTERIM DESIGN REFERENCE MISSION PAYLOAD

The IDRM payload is a dual spectrometer focal, long form uTMA with a 1.3m aperture. We describe the design, the overall payload, and document basic performance in the following subsections.

4.1 IDRM description

The major change from JDEM-Omega is the switch to an unobscured telescope form. The advantages of this form for dark energy science have been pointed out before \(^{16-18}\), but include improved MTF since the large central obscuration for stray light baffles (JDEM-Omega had a 50% linear obscuration) is not needed, improved sensitivity due to no loss of area, and increase in flexibility in design due to the aperture bias that more naturally allows beam clearance. One advantage of the uTMA over the three mirror system without an intermediate focus is the stray light reduction possible by the placement of a field stop at the intermediate focus, limiting stray light entering the instrument volume. Drawbacks of the unobscured form include larger overall telescope packaging volume, somewhat tighter alignment tolerances, and potentially more difficult mirror fabrication and alignment. We felt this last point is often overstated when improvements in mirror fabrication and alignment tooling are taken into account. For example, the Landsat data continuity mission/operational land imager (LDCM/OLI) instrument is an unobscured, wide field of view four mirror system, and has been reported as having no problems or delays during fabrication and alignment \(^{19}\).

One drawback in the Omega design was that the rectangular spectroscopy channel fields of view were oriented so that the long axes were perpendicular to the long axis of the imaging channel. The standard Korsch \(^{20}\) TMA has an annular corrected field of view which pushes the designer towards such a field layout. However sky tiling with multiple observations is less efficient with this field arrangement. We addressed this by discovering that the dual spectrometer option can work well if one uses both the focal prism form as well as a focal length reducing lens set (Shapley lens) subsequent to the focal prisms.

The design is performed in three basic stages. First, the “superfield” or enveloping field of all channels is considered, and an unfolded TMA is designed based on this field. By considering sky tiling constraints, we designed square field spectroscopy channels slightly larger in one dimension than the narrow imaging axis. This first stage fixes the design for the primary and secondary mirrors. Compared to an obscured telescope, the primary mirror must be longer radius of curvature to be not significantly more difficult in terms of fabrication based on aspheric slope and departure. The second stage of the design addresses the tertiary mirrors for each channel, which sets not only the tertiary mirror prescription but also the exit pupil location and imaging quality. Finally, the instrument components including prisms,
Shapley lenses, and filters are designed, along with fine guidance hardware as needed, and the folding and packaging to fit the entire observatory in the launch fairing.

Figure 1 shows the field of view layout, along with views of the FOV layouts of JWST as planned and the current HST instrument complement FOV. In addition, we include the moon as seen from earth for an idea of scale on the sky. Each square in the figure is a 4Mpix HgCdTe NIR sensor chip assembly (SCA). However the pixel sizes are much coarser than those of the facility cameras on HST or JWST, as appropriate for a mission emphasizing wide surveys over pointed deep observations. Overall the imaging etendue (aperture area product with field of view area) is >10x that of HST/WFC3 or JWST/NIRCAM.

Compared to the JDEM-Omega concept, the total pixel count is preserved, but two NIR arrays are moved from each spectroscopy channel (SpC) to the imaging channel, such that the imaging mosaic increases from 6x4 to 7x4. The FOV loss with pixels in the spectrometers is compensated by a larger focal length ratio, increasing from roughly 2:1 in Omega to 2.5:1 here. The SpC field area is then as large as in Omega.

Figure 2 (top) shows a ray trace of the f/15.9 imaging instrument. The uTMA is folded after the aberrated intermediate focus. The tertiary mirror and subsequent fold mirrors are placed behind the primary mirror to be close to the mechanical load path from the telescope to the spacecraft, for maximum stability. A filter wheel is located just after the telescope exit pupil, which acts as the thermal/mechanical/optical interface between the telescope and imaging channel. The focal plane is located opposite the sun-viewing side so it can be placed close to a passive radiator. Similarly Fig. 2 (bottom) shows the two spectroscopy channel ray traces, the two channels being mirror images with dispersion directions opposed 80° on the sky to help disentangle overlapping spectra. Two folds surround the intermediate (Cassegrain-like) focus so that the ray bundle clears that of the imaging channel and is moved outside the ray bundle coming from the secondary mirror. The beam returning from the tertiary is folded away from the sun-illuminated side of the observatory. The spectrometer itself consists, as shown in Fig. 3, of a 3-prism group (zero deviation or direct vision
prism) and a 4-element Shapley lens. The beam entering the prism group is still f/15.9 and is reduced to f/6.9 by the Shapley lens. Each group’s final surface has a mild conic, otherwise all instrument surfaces are spherical. All elements are vacuum-spaced for operation at ~170K. In the imaging channel one of the elements in the filter wheel is a low resolving power (R \( \geq 75 \)) focal prism, used for spectroscopy of SN1a. The filter wheel elements, as decided by a consensus among the SDT, are described in Table 1.

![Ray trace of the Imaging Channel](image)

### Table 1: List of filters and prisms for WFIRST IDRMI instrument; wavelengths are in \( \text{um} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>center</th>
<th>type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F087</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>ImC filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F111</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>1.240</td>
<td>1.105</td>
<td>ImC filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F141</td>
<td>1.240</td>
<td>1.570</td>
<td>1.405</td>
<td>ImC filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F178</td>
<td>1.570</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>1.785</td>
<td>ImC filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W149</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>1.485</td>
<td>ImC filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P130</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>ImC prism (R75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpC</td>
<td>1.114</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.557</td>
<td>SpC prism (R200)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Payload brief description

Overall the payload is designed with stray light control for an observatory which must observe most of the sky over its lifetime. The supernova measurements are made towards the galactic poles for minimal background. Conversely the exoplanet measurements are made looking at the galactic...
central bulge with a high stars density. The IR survey looks both at high galactic latitudes along with a dedicated look in the galactic plane. The galaxy survey measurements (BAO, RSD, WL) will be initially done at high galactic latitudes, working closer to the galactic and ecliptic planes as time permits. Therefore we oriented the unobscured telescope so that the opening in the telescope tube between the PM and SM is facing away from the solar vector so that a full wall of ring baffles can be used to block any diffracted light. A large solar array/thermal shroud surrounds the optical and metering components so that no direct sunlight illuminates them for any field of regard.

Figure 4 shows the observatory block diagram, including the telescope to instrument interfaces. The three tertiary mirrors are almost identical, as different apertures of the same parent conic mirror. All three instrument channel interfaces from the telescope are focal f/15.9 pupils of similar size and so can be tested using common equipment. Figure 5 is a CAD view of the observatory. This view shows the solar array/thermal shroud which keeps sunlight off the payload throughout its field of regard. The only deployable element is an aperture cover in front of the primary telescope tube; the on-orbit layout as shown fits in the family of launch vehicles mentioned previously.

### 4.3 Payload optical performance

Overall performance margins are improved relative to the JDEM-Omega design. We set as a rule of thumb a minimum of a factor of two between the overall required wavefront allocation and that at the worst field-wavelength combination for a given channel. The ImC has a uniform error, ranging from 12 to 19nm over the field including the outrigger FGS fields and the science field, as shown in Fig. 6 in a field map at 1um wavelength. Rather than showing multiple field maps at different wavelengths to document the SpC design residual, we use a box plot for each wavelength in Fig 7 to show the quartiles, average, and outliers of the distribution at several wavelengths. Both channel designs have additional margin beyond the factor of 2 minimum. The effective area for each filter and prism mode is shown in Fig. 8, including models of mirror reflectivity, cold stop blockage, antireflection coatings, and detector quantum efficiency.
Overall this design achieves higher sensitivity, lower noise, and therefore up to twice as short an integration time to the same signal to noise level as compared to the JDEM-Omega design.

Fig. 4: Block diagram of the IDRM. This shows the interfaces, optical elements, and temperature zones of the payload.

Fig. 5: Observatory CAD view, looking from the anti-Sun side. Focal planes and radiators are placed facing anti-Sun and the Solar Array structure/thermal shroud shadows the payload to allow passive cooling. Each instrument channel mounts separately to the telescope structure.
5. STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

One question that arises for the measurement which seems to require the most stringent system stability performance, weak gravitational lensing, is why we would expect our system to be more stable than the (much more expensive) Hubble space telescope (HST). We investigated the actual stability of the HST and compared it to our requirements as we understand them. We discuss first thermal, then pointing stability. As an example of the systematic error limits achieved to date with HST weak lensing observations we cite the COSMOS work\textsuperscript{21} with an uncertainty in the systematic ellipticity of 0.01 when we expect to need < 0.001 or better for WFIRST.
5.1 Thermal Stability

The HST is in low earth orbit, and has an operational requirement that when targets are obscured by the earth, HST remains 3 axis stabilized in that orbital attitude, so that earth light enters the aperture. Therefore, not only does the HST have earth thermal loading alongside the telescope during science integrations, but the thermal sink temperature of the aperture varies from cold deep space to night or daytime Earth temperatures. As documented in StSci reports\textsuperscript{22-23}, this behavior is now well understood empirically. The metering structure in HST metering the PM to the SM is 4.9m long, and has changes in axial gradient (the dominant term in the ‘breathing’ of HST focus) of 5° C. In addition, the effective CTE of the metering structure can be inferred from the empirical breathing model as follows: The coefficient of defocus is 0.81 um/° C where the motion is in linear units of movement of the SM. Including the metering distance, one infers and effective CTE of 0.165 ppm/° C. This is about 4 times the material CTE of 0.045 ppm/° C, and significantly larger than modern structural composites used at their design temperature. For WFRST each of these factors is less sensitive (CTE, metering distance, and secondary mirror magnification), reducing the defocus we can expect. As an example of what the combination of improved materials and the improvements that could be expected from a higher orbit that never puts earth in the aperture, we examined the case of the Chandra telescope\textsuperscript{24}. Chandra has no worse than 0.2 degree gradients and has material with lower CTE. This is of order 50x or greater improvement in thermo-optical stability. This improvement suggests that a design of materials and thermal control similar to Chandra should suffice for thermal stability.

To be more specific, we analyzed the rms wavefront sensitivity of the \{original design\} HST and our IDRM to determine the defocus at the secondary (dS) required to create 5nm rms defocus wavefront error (w), which is of the order of the stability requirement. The results are similar, dw/dS =6.8 um for HST and 6.0 um for the WFIRST IDRM1 ImC. The defocus error one can expect can be calculated as \( w = \frac{dw}{dS} \cdot \alpha \cdot S \) where dT is the change in gradient from PM to SM through the metering structure, \( \alpha \) is the CTE (°C), and S is the mirror separation. The results, shown in Table 2, show that defocus errors through thermal effects should be much lower on IDRM1 than are observed on HST even with significantly relaxed thermal control as compared to Chandra.
5.2 Pointing Stability

The pointing performance of HST, on the other hand, is extremely good, typically no more than 4 milli arcseconds rms per axis and often better than that. HST has 3 fairly complex fine guidance cameras and large, well balanced reaction wheels as well as an observatory mass of ~11000 kg.

WFIRST pixels are much larger (e.g. 0.18” on ImC vs 0.04” on WF3) and we expect jitter and drift to be controlled to roughly 0.1 pixel; so 18 masec rms per axis should suffice even for WL. We would however download the pointing history as recorded by the FGS to allow ground reconstruction of the point spread function after jitter and drift are accounted for as part of the WL data reduction and analysis.

We expect to use closer to commercial wheels and less elaborate fine guidance systems for WFIRST, and work at observatory masses roughly in the 2000 kg range. Integrated modeling work done to date has indicated that we will need to:
- Mechanically (passively) isolate the reaction wheels
- Limit maximum wheel speed to (roughly) 2250 rpm to limit mechanical noise being input into the observatory
- Detune optical metering structure and telescope load path structure from the reaction wheel resonant frequencies
- (Possibly) passively isolate the payload from the spacecraft

However, we are unlikely to need active damping, either at the reaction wheel interface or the payload to spacecraft interface. Overall we feel that while challenging, achieving the pointing stability needed for WFIRST requires good engineering practice but again no new technology development.

6. SUMMARY

Overall this design performs well and is ready to proceed into detailed study and build phases. All of the required measurements can be accommodated. No technology funding is required. The interfaces are testable and standard; the margins appear robust. Integration and test planning appears straightforward and flexible. The much wider field of view of the TMA form and improved point spread function of the uTMA all appear to afford great survey discovery potential for both the nominal science measurements as well as the guest investigator program.
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Table 2: Thermal stability tolerance comparison between HST and the WFIRST IDRM1 ImC, showing that we can expect significantly improved focus stability as compared to HST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>symbol</th>
<th>units</th>
<th>HST</th>
<th>IDRM1 ImC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wavefront defocus sensitivity</td>
<td>dw/dS</td>
<td>nm/um</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirror separation</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>2088</td>
<td>4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structure thermal expansion coefficient</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>ppm/°C</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability of thermal gradient</td>
<td>dT</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>±3</td>
<td>±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length change</td>
<td>dS=S α dT</td>
<td>um</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defocus stability error</td>
<td>dw</td>
<td>nm</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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